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Source: wearesocial.com 2018 Global Overview

More than half of the 
world’s web traffic 
now comes from 
mobile phones.





Source: mckinsey.com

According to Google, 61% of 
users are unlikely to return to a 

site on mobile if they had 
trouble accessing it and 40%
visit a competitor’s site instead.



Source: sweor.com

Mobile devices are 
projected to reach 79%
of global internet use by 

the end of 2018.



Rule #1

Know your audience

( Mobile users are quick, impatient
and easily distracted! )





Key traits

Today’s mobile user is:

• On the go (and multitasking)
• No time to waste “browsing the web”
• Goal-oriented

Do you know your website
audience’s end goal?



Rule #2

Put the important 
stuff at the top





Examples



Rule #3

Chunking

( aka digestible content )





Why chunk?

Chunking (or breaking up information) allows 
your brain to focus. And nowadays, focus is 

something hard to capture.

The human attention span is said to
have dropped to 8 seconds, shorter 

than that of a goldfish.



Examples of chunking



Rule #4

Use images

( but make sure you optimize them! )





Remember these rules

Start by selecting the right universal format: 
GIF, PNG, JPEG

– Are you optimizing a photo, a screen shot, or a 
similar image asset? Use JPEG.

– Do you need animation? Choose GIF.
– Highest quality for fine details? PNG. 

(Note: PNGs have significantly higher file size 
than other formats.)



Images with text

Text-in-images delivers a poor user 
experience. The text is not selectable, 
not searchable and not zoomable.

Consider putting the text above or below 
the image or have the text be a web font.



Examples



To do!

Compress your images to reduce 
their file sizes.

Free tools: TinyJPG.com or compressor.io



Rule #5

Speed things up





Source: mobile1st.com

Mobile optimization 
experts have identified 
three seconds as the 

magic number for a 
mobile load time.



Source: gomez.com, akamai.com

How long are users willing to wait for a page 
to load before they bounce?



How to speed things up

• Compress images
• Use a caching plug-in: Many website 

builders like WordPress and Wix have easy 
add-ons (that are free!)

• Use a good theme (if using WordPress or 
Wix, etc.)

• Fix broken links (they drain bandwidth)



To do! 

Test your mobile site speed:
testmysite.thinkwithgoogle.com

The site offers a free report to help diagnose 
any issues, and I recommend taking a look at 

it for tips that are specific to your site.



Rule #6

Fonts matter

( Text needs to be readable )





5 reasons why

1. Size affects readers’ ability to read
2. Increases brand recognition
3. Determines mood
4. Adds character
5. Establishes hierarchy



To do! 

• Standardize your fonts
• White on dark, dark on light (keep color in 

mind)
• Ditch anything “fancy”
• Bump up the size
• Use headlines (bigger fonts) to draw your 

visitors to key information or calls to action



Rule #7

Keep things simple

( What things? EVERYTHING! )





Keep this in mind

A website that requires 
pinching and zooming is 

no longer just a small 
inconvenience to its users;

it’s an automatic “no.”
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Easy rules for simplicity

• Stack your content
• Break up text with images
• Use white space to your advantage
• Design your mobile layout first!



Rule #8

Bigger, better buttons



Big buttons for small screens



Rule #9

The fold no
longer exists





Don’t cram your content

Devices are smaller, taller, wider 
and longer. Let pages breathe and 
expand with long, flowing content 

blocks and generous spacing. 



People naturally scroll

By giving them more content 
below the “fold,” you’re actually 

inviting them to be more engaged 
with the page and to read 

your content.



Rule #10

Desktop is not dead

( Not yet )





Source: M+R Benchmarks Study



Source: M+R Benchmarks Study



The takeaway

Not only are desktop users 
more likely to complete a 

gift, but they also give 
significantly larger gifts

on average than mobile users.



Desktop = Donations $$

Although desktop users 
represent less than 50% of the 
traffic to nonprofit sites, they 

generate 68% of the donations 
and 76% of the revenue.

Source: M+R Benchmarks Study



Also … 

• Fewer adoption applications filled 
out on mobile

• Fewer email sign-ups on mobile

(This data reflects current trends at Best Friends 
Animal Society and is aligned with other nonprofit 

organizations.)



Why?

• Complicated forms on a mobile device are 
hard to key.

• Supporters are more comfortable entering 
credit card information while sitting down at 
a computer at work or home.

• Typing takes time. (Refer to Rule #1: The 
mobile user is impatient!)



In conclusion

Having a responsive website that is 

easily accessible by any user, on any 

device, is absolutely critical in 2018,

and will only become more important 

in the future. 



To do!

Is your web page mobile-friendly?
Find out!

Just enter your URL and see how your 
website scores.

search.google.com/test/mobile-friendly



Thank you!




